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“For 40 years CMRO has published trusted, rigorously peerreviewed clinical evidence that has helped translate medical
advances into improved patient care. Our ongoing vision for
the CMRO series is to continue securing the highest quality
manuscripts and improving our online options so that
clinicians and researchers can more easily contribute to and
access the high-quality content offered in every issue.”
Dr Dimitri Mikhailidis
Editor-in-Chief, CMRO

publishing with CMRO

Introducing the CMRO series
When it launched in 1972, Current Medical Research &
Opinion redefined the standards of speed and service
for the publication of clinical evidence, and late-phase
pharmaceutical research.
The CMRO series at-a-glance
• Published by Informa Healthcare
• Includes Current Medical Research & Opinion, the
Journal of Medical Economics and the Journal of Drug
Assessment
• All articles are subject to rigorous peer-review and
pioneering transparency policies
• CMRO and JME are indexed by MEDLINE
• JDA is Informa Healthcare’s first open-access journal
• CMRO ranks in the top 21% of the Thomson Reuters
General and Internal Medicine category

Born out of CMRO’s commitment to ethical, unbiased and
rapid publication of peer-reviewed content, the CMRO
series offers you three journals dedicated to the rapid and
transparent publication of all trial outcomes.
Besides offering you exceptionally high publication standards,
the CMRO series ensures that your research is published
quickly and transparently and is indexed for online research.
Our subscribers span the globe.
	On-time: With two priority publication tracks, your
manuscript can be published online in as little as 4
weeks through FastTrack and as little as 8 weeks through
RapidTrack.
	Open: Engage in an open dialogue with our editors, and
support the credibility of your research with industryleading levels of transparency.
	Online: All three journals publish every issue online*
to provide a global audience with easy access to your
content. You can also enrich your content with interactive
multimedia features.

Readership Growth
Total online full-text downloads:
CMRO
April 2009		

7,730

April 2010 		

11,856

April 2011		

13,985

April 2012		

18,451

JME
April 2009		

110

April 2010 		

660

April 2011		

1,194

April 2012		

2,601

Average geographical distribution:
45% North America / 35% Europe / 4% Asia / 11% ROW
Source: Atypon usage statistics

• Members of the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE)

*JDA is available exclusively online.

www.cmrojournal.com
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FastTrack service • Publish in 4 to 7 weeks

RapidTrack service • Publish in 8 to 12 weeks

Available in CMRO and JDA

Available in CMRO and JME

Pre-submission discussion with the Editorial office welcome if desired

Pre-submission discussion with the Editorial office welcome if desired

Week 1

Manuscript receipt

Week 1

Manuscript receipt

Weeks 1 to 2

Peer-review

Weeks 1 to 4

Peer-review

• Copyright assignment form due
• Declaration of interest form due
• Publication support acceptance form due

• Copyright assignment form due
• Declaration of interest form due
• Publication support acceptance form due

Week 3

Author revision

Week 5 to 6

Author revision

Week 4

Further review/Acceptance

Week 7 to 8

Further review/Acceptance

Weeks 4 to 5

Just Accepted: MEDLINE-indexed online
publication 72 hours after acceptance

Week 8 to 9

Just Accepted: MEDLINE-indexed online
publication 72 hours after acceptance

Production

Weeks 5 to 6

Approval of proofs

Weeks 9 to 10

Approval of proofs

Weeks 5 to 7

Online publication on
informahealthcare.com

Weeks 10 to 12

Online publication on
informahealthcare.com

Weeks 9 to 10

Publication in print edition

Weeks 17 to 20

Publication in print edition

Bold denotes author/sponsor responsibility.

Bold denotes author/sponsor responsibility.

CMRO support fee: $850/€625/£550 per printed journal page.

CMRO support fee: $400/€300/£260 per printed journal page.
Includes 15 complimentary online access tokens.
JME non-refundable submission fee: $575/€425/£375, plus an additional support
fee of $850/€625/£550 per printed page upon formal acceptance.

Includes 15 complimentary online access tokens.
JDA non-refundable submission fee: $600/€425/£375, plus an additional
publication support fee of $1,450/€975/£875 upon formal acceptance.
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The CMRO Series
The CMRO Series offers you three journals dedicated to the rapid and transparent publication of all trial outcomes

JME

Title

Journal of Medical Economics

Phase

Phase II through post-launch - Clinical data

Impact Factor*

2.380

Scope

Phase IV/Post-launch - HE/OR data

Discovery through post-launch

Original research on new and existing drugs, medical
devices and therapies, phase II-IV studies, postmarketing investigations and clinical outcomes.

Economic assessments of novel therapeutic and
device interventions, including economic analyses on
outcomes, comparative effectiveness, quality of life,
methodology; policy issues; resource utilisation; and
reviews/meta-analyses of randomised controlled trials.

Articles of specialized interest (ie, null/negative/
inconclusive/incomplete/discontinued results from
Phase I - Phase IV trials and other studies).

MEDLINE-indexed?

✓

✓

Rejection rate

50%
By publication timeline:
FastTrack – 40%
RapidTrack – 66%
StandardTrack – 51%

15%

Just Accepted Publication

✓

✓

✓

Publishing timeline

FastTrack (4 - 7 weeks)
RapidTrack (8 - 12 weeks)
StandardTrack (18 - 24 weeks)

RapidTrack (8 - 12 weeks)

FastTrack (4 - 7 weeks)

Estimated readership

63,000

5,000

Open Access

Website

www.cmrojournal.com

www.jmejournal.com

www.jdajournal.com

* 2011 Journal Citation Reports® (Thomson Reuters, 2011)

www.cmrojournal.com
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On-time
We save you time...
Quick Facts
• Online publication in as little as 4 weeks
• CMRO offers two tracks of prioritised publication,
FastTrack (4 to 7 weeks) and RapidTrack (8 to
12 weeks)
• JME offers RapidTrack service only
• JDA offers FastTrack service only
• Timelines are achieved through efficiencies in the
production process - no compromise to editorial
standards
• Available for all article formats
• The timelines illustrate a typical schedule for each
priority publication service, but actual publication
times may vary
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Service
Informa Healthcare combines the expertise and influence
of a major publisher with the personal attention of a niche
publishing partner to deliver an editorial service like no
other. Expect a swift, responsive and helpful publishing
experience with us.
CMRO Editors welcome pre-submission contact. Our
pre-submission evaluations are designed to save time on
multiple rounds of reformatting and re-submission. The
evaluation will be carried out swiftly and confidentially, and
at no time are you obliged to submit your paper to us.
Should your paper be unsuitable for the CMRO Series,
we will gladly try to find it a ‘home’ amongst Informa
Healthcare’s other journals.
Speed
We now offer MEDLINE-indexed, online publication of the
accepted version of your manuscript 72 hours after formal
acceptance, via our ‘Just Accepted’ publication route.
Once your manuscript is published online, our daily alerts
service notifies registered users via email of new articles,
maximising exposure and the potential impact of your
research.

Editorial rigour
Publication of all papers is dependent – without
exception – on passing our rigorous independent peer
review process by recognized experts in their fields.

Editorial contact details
UK office
Fizah Khan, Senior Editor
Email: fizah.khan@informa.com
Tel: +44 (0) 20 701 77654
US Office
Terri Metules, Managing Editor
Email: tmetules@cmrojournal.com
Tel: +1 (212) 520 2748

publishing with CMRO

“The service from the team has been impeccable. An excellent
peer review, easy access to the online manuscript review
process, accurate and fast revisions of proofs combined with
great communication throughout meant that submission of our
manuscript was a smooth and painless experience.”
Deborah Nock
Managing Editor, DPP-Cordell Ltd

www.cmrojournal.com
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Transparent
Championing responsible publishing...
With regulatory and media attention on the rise, the CMRO
series journals remain trustworthy titles through which
to publish vital clinical and HE/OR research. The aim of
the CMRO series is to serve the information needs of the
clinical medicine community through a collaborative and
transparent approach to publication.
We’re a leader in transparent medical publishing. All
journals in the CMRO series require and publish full author
disclosures and acknowldegements of industry and medical
writing assistance. In 2009, CMRO introduced a formal
Transparency Policy that requires publication of additional
financial disclosure information for peer reviewers, board
members and editorial staff.
All three journals adhere to the the various good publishing
practice guidelines and initiatives outlined by ICMJE, ISMPP,
COPE, NLM organisations and the other organizations that
encourage transparency and the disclosure of relevant
financial relationships.

Transparency Timeline
January 2003 – CMRO publishes the original “Good
publication practice for pharmaceutical companies (GPP)”
June 2008 – CMRO publishes “Trial registration and
results disclosure: impact of US legislation on sponsors,
investigators, and medical journal editors”, by L. Hirsch, then
ISMPP President
February 2009 – CMRO publishes “Good publication
practice guidelines for medical communications agencies: a
MedComm perspective” by Bareket-Samish, et al
June 2009 – CMRO, with its formal Transparency Policy,
goes above and beyond the normal medical publishing
standards by publishing full disclosures on all authors, peer
reviewers, board members and editorial staff
January 2010 – All of Informa Healthcare’s 170 journals
accepted for membership by the COPE
June 2010 – CMRO publishes the Medical Publishing
Insights and Practices (MPIP) Initiative’s Authors’
Submission Toolkit
Autumn 2010 – JDA launched for publication of all clinical
trial results, including incomplete, inconclusive, null and
negative research
June 2011 – CMRO publishes a systematic, controlled
study by K Woolley et al on healthcare publications
retracted because of misconduct

C O P E
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Spring 2012 – Publication of null/confirmatory/inconclusive
results begins to take off in JDA, with six papers published
online

CMRO has published many other critical industry-related
papers, all of which are freely accessible at the OpenCMRO
section of our website, www.cmrojournal.com.
COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATION ETHICS (COPE)
The Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) is a charity
registered in the UK. With over 5,200 members, it is
concerned with the integrity of peer-reviewed publications
in science, particularly biomedicine. COPE provides a forum
for publishers and editors of scientific journals to discuss
issues relating to the integrity of the work submitted to or
published in their journals. www.publicationethics.org.

publishing with CMRO

“The service associated with publication of this
manuscript was excellent, so we will certainly take
advantage of your pre-submission evaluation service
if we have another study that we wish to publish.”
Sarah Johnson, PhD
Clinical and Medical Affairs Manager,
SPD Development Company Limited
www.cmrojournal.com
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Online
Supporting the discoverability of your research...
Quick Facts:
• CMRO, JME and JDA full current and archived articles
are available on Informahealthcare.com
• JME and CMRO are indexed for search on PubMed/
MEDLINE
• Informahealthcare.com provides up-to-the minute
usage statistics
• Multimedia content can be hosted alongside
journal articles
• CMROJournal.com, JMEJournal.com and JDAJournal.com
host links to full content, as well as additional features,
such as featured articles, an ‘Editor’s Choice’ section, a
‘Most Read’ section, links to free sample issues and a

The CMRO series uses the latest technology to support
your manuscript with reliable, visible and measurable
online access. Our platform, informahealthcare.com, offers
a host of powerful features that connect your research
with the scientific community, including: MEDLINE-linking,
advanced online publication, archive search, RSS feeds,
search engine optimization (SEO), hyperlinked references,
email alerts and mobile rendering. The site offers targeted
display advertising to further drive readership and robust,
up-to-the-minute usage statistics to measure the impact of
your paper.
On informahealthcare.com, you also have the option
of supplementing your paper with multimedia content.
For example, you can supplement your research with an
audio or video podcast recording of a presentation by the
lead author or an interview with a key opinion leader on
the paper’s findings. You can also supply supplementary
materials, such as a treatment pathway or a surgical
technique guidebook.

Content Alerting Service
You can sign up for alerts by author, keyword and citation.
These alerts are designed to help you enrich your literature
research, follow the output of a particular KOL or track the
impact of your institutions’ papers.
SOCIAL MEDIA
Follow us on Twitter:
@cmro_journal
@jme_journal

63,000
monthly readers

2.380*
2011 Impact
Factor

free online trial

5,300+
Citations in 2011

* 2011 Journal Citation Reports® (Thomson Reuters, 2011)
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Post publication and communication support
Quick Facts
• Offices in London and New York
• Offers reprints/ePrints, permissions, foreign rights,
supplements, translations and content customization
(physician education portals, conference reprint
carriers, sales force support collateral and more)

Communicating the outcome of your product research is one
thing; achieving the right outcome for your communication
strategies is another. Our in-house medical education
and communication support division, Informa Healthcare
Communications, delivers innovative and responsive
solutions for every stage of the publication life cycle.
As a single point of contact for your publication, education,
and post-publication marketing requirements, they will work
closely with you, conforming to your specified deadlines and
objectives. Their range of solutions adapt to your needs and
conform to the appropriate industry codes of conduct.*
Solutions include:

Reprints, eprints and sponsored access
Reprints/eprints can be purchased after online
publication, on liaison with our post-publication team.
We offer an express reprint delivery service. In as few
as 5 working days from allocation of a digital object
identifier (DOI) and online publication, you can begin
to distribute reprints of your paper.
You can further extend the reach of your published
content through sponsored access which removes
the subscription barrier on your content for a defined
period of time. Sponsored access content can be
featured on the CMRO, JME or JDA websites in
addition to informahealthcare.com.

Reprint folders
Custom publications
• Article summaries
• Product monographs
• Treatment and clinical pathways
• Patient-support leaflets
Rich media
• Audio editions
• Video and audio commentaries
• Executive summary presentations
• Podcasts
Websites and portals
• Special Focus Website:
http://www.cmrojournal.com/ipi/ih/index-change-pain.jsp

Mobile
• Flash cards
• Mobile pocket guides
• e-Reader publications
Point-of-care
• Patient mp3s
• Physician desktop items
• e-Library programs
• Sponsored journal subscriptions
Local translation support, through our partner Content Ed Net
OTHER OPPORTUNITIES
To extend the reach of your message, you can advertise
and/or provide sponsored access to your article or custom
publication. Informa Healthcare Communications can also
coordinate a mailing on your behalf, either to an external list or
through extended distribution to our journal circulation lists.
For more information on Informa Healthcare
Communications and to download samples of custom
publications, visit: http://comms.informahealthcare.com

*Regulatory compliance is the responsibility of the client.

www.cmrojournal.com
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119, Farringdon Road,
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